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We consider the-effects of excited states on the SU(3) breaking chiral loop corrections 

to heavy meson properties. In particular, we compare the size of kaon loops in which an 

excited heavy meson appears to the size of previously calculated loops with heavy mesons 

in the ground state. We find that the new effects may indeed be of the same magnitude as 

the old ones, but that there is a strong dependence on the unknown masses and coupling 

constants of the new states. As a result, we argue that the ground state loops alone 

may not be a trustworthy guide to SU(3) corrections, and that the appropriate cutoff for 

a heavy-light chiral lagrangian which omits excited heavy mesons may be considerably 

smaller than the nai’ve expectation of AX x 1 GeV. 
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Quantum chromodynamics is known to exhibit new and interesting symmetries both 

in the chiral limit of zero light quark mass (mg + 0), and in the opposite limit of infinite 

heavy quark mass (mQ --+ co) [l] [2]. It h as recently been proposed to invoke both of 

these limits simultaneously to describe the dynamics of systems, such as the B and D 

mesons, which contain one heavy and one light quark [3]. Th e resulting “heavy-light chiral 

lagrangian” is a simultaneous expansion in inverse powers of mQ and of some low energy 

cutoff such as the chiral symmetry breaking scale A, % 1 GeV. It is the purpose of this 

note to explore whether the inclusion of excited heavy mesons may affect the appropriate 

value of this cutoff for SU(3) violating loop effects. 

Violations of exact SU(3) fl avor symmetry due to the nonzero strange quark mass 

arise directly at higher order in the chiral lagrangian. However, with the current paucity 

of precise data on heavy meson systems and their transitions, the inclusion of such terms 

would introduce enough free parameters into the theory as to preclude predictive power. 

Instead, what has been done in the past [4]-[6] ’ t f is o ecus on certain “log-enhanced” terms 

of the form Mf ln(Mz/p2), w h ere Mi is a pseudogoldstone boson mass. Here the SU(3) 

violation enters indirectly, through the splittings of the masses of bosons which appear in 

loops (of course, such splittings themselves arise at higher order in the chiral lagrangian). 

It is hoped that even if such terms are .not in fact dominant, or are not dominant enough 

to yield by themselves an accurate result, at least they may give a useful estimate of the 

size and sign of the correction of interest. (In this approach, additional uncertainty arises 

through the appearance of a renormalization scale p; the p-dependence is canceled by 

higher order counterterms which here are neglected.) 

In our consideration of the effects of excited heavy mesons, we will adopt the same 

philosophy. We will not be able to perform computations inherently any more precise 

than earlier ones, as the same difficulties as before will obtain. Rather our purpose will 

be to explore whether virtual processes which involve excited heavy mesons in virtual 

intermediate states give contributions to SU(3) violating effects which are generically as 

large as those involving just the ground state. To this end we will content ourselves 

with comparing the “log-enhanced” pieces in each case, to see whether there is a natural 

suppression of one relative to the other. In fact, what we do here will be somewhat more 

crude than in the case of ground state mesons, for two reasons. First, the excited states 

we will consider have not been observed, presumably because they are very broad [7], and 

in our analysis we will ignore the effects of their unknown widths. Second, there will be 
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certain additional graphs, proportional to new coupling constants, which do not arise when 

one restricts to the ground state mesons. Hence, in the end we will be able to draw only 

very rough conclusions about the importance of these excited states to SU(3) splittings. If 

eventually the necessary inputs are measured, however, our predictions will become more 

concrete. 

A ground state heavy meson has the light degrees of freedom in a spin-parity 

state sp = I- 2 ’ corresponding to the usual pseudoscalar-vector meson doublet with 

Jp = (O-,1-). Th e rs excited state involves a “P-wave excitation”, in which the light fi t 
P-l+ 3+ degrees of freedom have s - 5 or 5 . In the second case we have a heavy doublet with 

Jp = (l+, 2+); in fact, such mesons have already been identified in the charm system [7]. 

However, heavy quark symmetry rules out any one-pion coupling of this doublet to the 

ground state at lowest order in the chiral expansion [S]; h ence we expect the effect of these 

states to be suppressed and henceforth we shall ignore them. The other excited doublet has 

Jp = (O+, l+). Neith er of these states has yet been observed even in the charm system, 

presumably because they decay rapidly through S-wave pion emission [7]. However quark 

models suggest [9] that these states should have masses in the range 2300-2400 MeV, and 

we will use this estimate in what follows. 

The heavy-light chiral lagrangian contains both heavy meson fields and pseudogold- 

stone bosons, coupled together in an SU(3) L x sum invariant way. To implement the 

heavy quark symmetries, the heavy meson doublets are represented by 4 x 4 Dirac ma- 

trices, transforming as antitriplets under the unbroken flavor SU(3). The ground state 

Jp = (O-, l-) doublet (M,, A1zP) is assembled into the “superfield” H,, while the excited 

Jp = (O+, l+) doublet (M,*,, L’$‘“,) is represented by the object S, [S][lO]: 

H,(v) = z p3, - Kr”] 7 
(1) 

Here ~11 is the fixed four-velocity of the heavy meson. Because we have absorbed mass 

factors &% into the fields, they have dimension 3/2; to recover the correct relativistic 

normalization, we will multiply amplitudes by m f or each external meson. The matrix 
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of pseudogoldstone bosons appears in the usual exponentiated form [ = exp(iM/f,), 

where 

( 

&TO + +q 7r+ IX-+ 

M= lr- -&To+ l Jz 3” Ii0 (2) 

K- ?;;” -& 1 

and fr x 135 MeV (we will ignore the difference between fir and fK>. The bosons couple 

to the heavy fields through the covariant derivative and axial vector field, 

Dtb = &bd’ + VA = &ba’ + 3 (E’aP[ + [apt+) ab , 

At, = $ ([+a’( - @pl+)ab = --+‘f.b + O(M3). 
x 

(3) 

Lower case roman indices correspond to flavor SU(3). Under chiral sum x SU(~)R, 
the pseudogoldstone bosons and heavy meson fields transform as [ + LtU+ = UtR+, 
A” --+ U&W+, H + HU+ and (DPH) --$ (DpH)U+, where the matrix Uab is a nonlinear 

function of the pseudogoldstone boson matrix M. 

The chiral lagrangian is an expansion in derivatives and pion fields, as well as in 

inverse powers of the heavy quark mass. The kinetic energy terms take the form [3][8] 

L kin = ; f; d”C,b i$c;, - Tr [pa( )’ 2, 12, * DbaHb(+] + Tr [%&)(iv - Dba - nbba)sb(v)] , 

(4) 

where Cab = t2, and A is the mass splitting of the excited doublet S, from the ground 

state H,. The leading interaction terms are of dimension four. There are couplings of the 

pions to the mesons within a given doublet, 

g Tr [H&)Hb(v)dbay5] + S”Tr [%(v)sb(v) db,y5] , (5) 

as well as a coupling which links the doublets together: 

hTr [j?u(v)sb(v) dbay5] + kc.. (6) 

Note that the leading contribution of each of these terms is a Feynman rule with a single 

pion. Naive power counting indicates that the couplings g, g’ and h should be of order 

one. .” 

1 In ref. [8], th e coupling h was denoted f”. 
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We now turn to two simple calculations in which SU(3) splitting effects arise at 

one loop order in chiral perturbation theory. In each case we will compute only the 

nonanalytic “1 g- h o en anced” pieces, first only including ground state heavy mesons and 

then with excited states as well. While the calculations for the ground states are already 

in the literature [4]-[6], we will present them here, both for completeness and because we 

will include additional contributions which heretofore have been neglected. 

We begin by considering the one loop contribution to the ratio of charmed meson 

decay constants fo,/fo. The pseudoscalar decay constants are defined by the matrix 

element of the weak current 

(01 %YY~ - y5)Q Pa(d) = -ifa,@ , (7) 

and they are related to those for the vector mesons by heavy quark symmetry. The 

dimension three operator in the chiral lagrangian to which the left-handed current ?jayp’( l- 

r”)Q corresponds is [3] 

ifbo’Jz;i?Tr [y’(l - Y5)Hb(V)tla] + . . . , 

where the SU(3) invariant coefficient is fixed at this order by matching the matrix element 

(7) in QCD and the effective theory. SU(3) violating chiral loop effects induce corrections 

to the lowest order relation fo,/fo = 1 [4][6]. Th e ea in contributions come from the 1 d g 
renormalization of the vertex (8), as in fig. la, and from the wavefunction renormalization 

of the meson fields in fig. lb. Unlike in refs. [4][6], we include the effects of the various 

mass splittings AD*D = MD* - MD, AD*D~ = MD* - MD%, AD; D, = MD,+ - MD., and 

AD;D = MD; - MD. While the splittings Ai arise at order ~/TTLQ in the heavy quark 

- . -expansion, we find that terms of the form A: ln(A?/p”) are as large as those proportional 

to pseudogoldstone boson masses. The diagrams in fig. 1 renormalize the bare value f:’ 
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of the decay constant differently for the D, and D mesons, with the result 

fD, = fb”‘{l - 16;2f2 [M$ ln(M$/p2) + fMjf ln(Mi/p2)] 
A 

g2 
- 167r2 f; [ 3Mg ln( M$-p2) - 6A&. D, ln(A&. DS /p2) 

-I- MI” ln(M;/p2) - 2ALzD, lr@&Ds/p2)] } + . . . , 

fD = fE’{ 1 - 16i2f2 [$Mi ln(Mz/p2) + $M& ln(Mi/p2) + &M;I” ln(Mi/p2)] 
(9) 

A 
g2 

-16x2fz 4 [“M: ln(Mz/p2) - ;A&. D ln(Az,, D//J2) 

+ +@n(M$/p2) - 3A~~Dln(A~~D/~2) 

i- ;Mi ln(Mi/p2) - $A&, h(A',,,/p')] } i- . . . . 

In principle, the p-dependence in these expressions cancels against a higher-order counter- 

term in the effective lagrangian, which we do not include. The value g2 M 0.5 is suggested 

by the upper limit on the total rate for the decay D* + DT and by the quark model 

[3]. Taking g2 = 0.5, ~1 = 1 GeV, AD*D = AD;D~ = 140 MeV, AD*D, = 40 MeV and 

AD;D = 240 MeV, we find 

fD 2 = 1+ 0.07 + (0.11 + 0.12) + . . . ) 
fD 

(10) 

where the first piece comes from the g-independent vertex renormalization in fig. la, the 

second is due to the pseudogoldstone boson masses (including the pions) in fig. lb, and 

the third arises from the meson splittings Ai in the same diagram. Note that this final 

term, which had been omitted in previous analyses, is not negligible. 

We now extend this result by including the analogous diagram in which the virtual 

- . heavy meson is in an excited state, as in fig. lc. This graph will depend on the splittings 

AD;D = MD; - MD, AD;D~ = MD; - MD., AD;~D, = MD* - Mos and AD;~D = OS 
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MD& - MD, and on the new coupling 11. We find 

fD, = fg’ { I- 16iz f 2 [MS ln(Mc/p2) - 6A&, D, ln(A&, D,/p2) A 
+ f”I” lncM,” h2) - 2A2,;sD, ln(A&;,D, /p2)] } , 

fD = fb”‘{l - 16;;f2 [$Mzln(@/p2) - ;A;;D1n(A&gD/~2) 7r 

(11) 

+ $M& ln(M&/I-L2) - ~A&D 1n(A&D/p2) 

+ &Mjj ln(Mi/p2) - $A$;D~~(A&;D/P~)] } * 

To estimate the magnitude of the result, we take two estimates for the unknown masses 

of the excited states, MD; = 2300 MeV and 2400 MeV. In all cases we take the strange 

mesons to be heavier than the nonstrange ones by 100 MeV. Then we find a total correction 

fo, 
fD 

= 1 + 0.07 + 0.23 (12) 

Here the first two terms are respectively the g-independent and g2 terms of eq. (lo), and in 

the parentheses the upper numbers refer to MD; = 2300 MeV and the lower to 2400 MeV, 

the first to the contributions from pseudogoldstone boson masses and the second from the 

mass splittings Ai. We will discuss the likely value of h2 below; for now we simply observe 

that unless it is much smaller than g 2, the effects of intermediate excited states are indeed 

not negligible. 

Finally, we would like to include the diagram in fig. Id (the analogous graph with 

a virtual ground state meson vanishes [4]). This graph depends on the unknown decay 

constant fD; of the excited charmed meson, defined by 

(01 q?“(l - r5>Q [D,*(P)) = ifD@ . (13) 

. . 

It is consistent at this order to neglect SU(3) splittings in fD; itself. The corresponding 
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operator in the heavy-light chiral lagrangian is 

-;fD:aTr [?‘“(I - -/5)Sb(v)[;,] + . . . , (14) 

which generates the one pion Feynman rule contributing to fig. Id. We then find an 

additional contribution to the ratio fD,/fD, given by 

(15) 

where the terms in parentheses are to be interpreted as in eq. (12). Unfortunately, even 

less is known about fD; than about fD, although the quark model would suggest a decay 

constant of the P-wave excited state somewhat smaller than that of the ground state. 

Hence there is little we can say about the relative size (or sign) of this contribution, but 

barring an odd and fortuitous cancellation against the graph in fig. lc, it should not affect 

the substance of our results. 

Of course, the size of the new effect found in eq. (12) depends on what one takes for the 

low energy parameter h 2. In particular, is it possible that there is a significant suppression 

of h2 relative to g2 M 0.5? In the nonrelativistic quark model, the values of g and h depend 

in part on the overlap of light quark wavefunctions, and we may expect this overlap to 

be larger for mesons in the same doublet (g) th an for mesons in different doublets (h). 
However, such an overlap also governs the decays of the Jp = (l+, 2+) doublet into D(*)r, 
mediated by a dimension five operator in the chiral lagrangian [8]. To fit the observed decay 

rates, the coefficient of this operator must be approximately 0.5 GeV-l; if one assumes the 

usual power-counting denominator of A, x 1 GeV, then the dimensionless overlap factor 

is of order one. In addition, the width of the excited Jp = (O+, l+) doublet is proportional 

to h2. For example, for MD; = 2400 MeV, I’(D,* + D;rr) = h2 x 1500 MeV, while for 

MD; = 2300 MeV, I’(D,* --t 0~) = h2 x 900 MeV (the corresponding width l?(Di t D*T) 
is smaller by 2 - 4 because of phase space.) Given that we believe that these states have 

not been identified because they are very wide, a suppression by an order of magnitude 

of h2 relative to g2 is again indicated against. Hence we expect that the value h2 x 0.5 
taken in eq. (12) is not unreasonable. Finally we note that within the flux tube model of 

ref. [ll], one actually deduces,a much larger value, h2 M O( 10). While such a model may 

well not be trustworthy, it provides a tantalizing hint that possibly these excited states are 

quite important indeed. 
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In the same spirit, we now consider the contribution of excited states to the ratio of 

Isgur-Wise functions ~(v.u’) for strange and non-strange charmed mesons. The Isgur-Wise 

function is the single function which in the heavy quark limit parameterizes all semileptonic 

decays B, -+ D, ‘*‘eFe [2]. In the heavy-light chiral lagrangian, the operator responsible 

for this weak decay is 

-/?(w)Tr [$ac’(v’)r”(l - r5)~!b’(u)] + . . . , (16) 

where w = 2, . ‘u’ and to this order p(w) = t(w). An SU(3) splitting in the ratio 

&(w)/J,,d(w) arises from one loop corrections [5][6]. For the contributions from inter- 

mediate ground state mesons, this comes from the diagram in fig. 2a, along with the wave- 

function renormalization in fig. lb. So as not to confuse ~/MQ effects with SU(3) splittings, 

we will consider the strict heavy quark limit MC, Mb + 00, in which AD*D = AB*B = 0. 

Keeping again only the “log-enhanced” pieces, the ratio then takes the simple form 

w4 
<u,d(w) = ’ - 

$f; (+‘) - 1) [SM. ln(M:/P2) - 2M;;. ln&%/P2) - MI” 14Mi/p2)] 

= 1 + 0.05 (w - 1) + . . . , 

(17) 
where 

ln(w+&CL). (18) 

By way of comparison, we would now like include the analogous diagram with an 

excited intermediate meson state, as in fig. 2b. The result will be moderately more com- 

plicated, since it will involve the nonzero mass splitting A = MD; - MD = MB; - MB 
(equal in the heavy quark limit), as well A f 100 MeV when strange mesons appear in the 

loop. The dimensionally regularized graph involves the integral 

1(A,M2,w) = J &’ (P * 2’) (P * 2)‘) 
(27r)41)’ (p -2, - A)(p . w’ - A)(p2 - M2) ’ (19) 

. . . 

but since we need only the logarithmically divergent pieces proportional to A2 and M2, it 
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is sufficient to consider the simpler quantity 

J(A, M’,w) = +M2;; 2 . 

ACM&O A=MZ=O 
(20) 

However, we notice immediately that the term in J proportional to M2 is independent of 

the velocity variable w. Hence the wavefunction renormalization contributions in fig. lc, 

which by heavy quark symmetry cancel the correction to the vertex at the zero recoil 

point w = 1, in fact cancel the correction for all w. We find that the only “log-enhanced” 

term with w-dependence is that proportional to A 2. This cancellation of the M2 1n(M2/p2) 

terms suppresses considerably the contributions of excited states to the ratio &(20)/&d(W). 

Unlike the diagram in fig. 2a, the contribution from intermediate excited states in 

fig. 2b is not proportional to the original form factor p(w). Instead, it depends on the 

analogous function c(w) for transitions of the excited doublet. Expanding about w = 1, 

the contribution to the Isgur-Wise function of this process takes the form 

l$f; x { Ci [P(W) - C(W)] [ - Mf! ln(Mz/p2) + 6Af ln(AT/p’)] 
i 

+ (W - 1) [:A: h(Af/p2)] + . . . } 
(21) 

h2 
= 16r2f; 

(W - 1)x Ci{ [p’(l) - c’(l)] [ - MF ln(Mf/p2) + 6Ai ln(AT/p”)] 
i 

+ $A: ln(Af/p”) + . . . } , 

where the sum runs over the pseudogoldstone bosons which appear in the loop. The 

positive constants Ci are products of coefficients in the boson matrix M, and they depend 

on the SU(3) fl avor of the decaying meson. Note that because both form factors are 

normalized at w = 1, /3( 1) = <( 1) = 1, a 11 corrections to the vertex vanish at zero recoil as 

required by heavy quark symmetry. Making the same estimates as before for the masses 

of the excited states, we obtain 

w4 
tdW) 

=11(w-l){o.05+~ (~:~::~::~i:::::I:::::~)}+...) (22) 

where again the upper numbers are for MD; = 2300 MeV and the lower for 2400 MeV. 

The dominant corrections seem to be those proportional to the difference of charge radii 
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P’(l) - C’(1). u n or f t unately, little is known about the function c(w), although the quark 

model would suggest that the charge radius of the excited P-wave doublet is larger than 

that of the ground state S-wave. Hence the quantity p’(1) - [‘( 1) is most probably positive 

and of order one or smaller. (Recall that the derivatives ,8’(l) and c’(l) are negative.) 

Finally, we note that we are neglecting diagrams such as in fig. 25 which, like the one in 

fig. Id, depend on additional new and unknown form factors. 

We see that, depending on the values of h2 and ,8’(l) - c’(l), the contributions of 

excited heavy mesons to SU(3) splitting effects may indeed be important. Perhaps we 

should not be so surprised at this, as there is no symmetry to enforce a large mass split- 

ting of the excited states from the ground state. In ordinary chiral perturbation theory, 

chiral symmetry suppresses the masses of the r, K and q relative to those of the nearest 

excited octet of p, K* and 4, with the result that a low energy theory in which only the 

pseudogoldstone bosons are included may be sensible up to the order of the chiral sym- 

metry breaking scale. By contrast, no such mechanism applies to the heavy-light chiral 

lagrangian. The excited states are nearby and may be easy to produce, and we may expect 

that loops sufficiently off shell to include kaons should include excited heavy mesons as 

well. 

Unfortunately, the relative sizes of these effects for the charm system depend crucially 

on the unknown properties of the excited D,* and 0; mesons. When in the future these 

states are positively identified and studied, we will know more firmly whether their contri- 

butions invalidate the usual estimates of SU(3) splittings based solely on the D and D*. If 

so, an alternative interpretation of our results is that one should include neither kaons nor 

excited heavy mesons in the heavy-light chiral lagrangian, instead computing only pion 

loops in an SU(2) th eor y with a cutoff of a few hundred MeV, the mass splitting of the 

first excited state. We note that it has been argued elsewhere [12] that the appropriate 

cutoff for the heavy-light chiral lagrangian may be significantly smaller than A, M 1 GeV. 

While the reasoning here is logically independent, both results may be pointing us to the 

same conclusion. 

It is a pleasure to thank Lisa Randall and Mark Wise for helpful conversations. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. One loop diagrams contributing to the renormalization of the decay constant of the 
ground state meson. The square denotes the weak current and the dashed lines 
signify pseudogoldstone bosons. Figure (a) is g-independent. In (b) the virtual 
meson is in the ground state doublet, while in (c) and (d) it is excited. 

Fig. 2. One loop diagrams contributing to the Isgur-Wise function. The circle denotes 
the flavor-changing weak current. In (a) the virtual meson is in the ground state 
doublet, while in (b) it is in an excited state. Diagrams such as (c) will not be 
included. 
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